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The Instant Pot 

Benefits: 

1. Cook Food fast – cuts traditional cooking times by up to 70 percent 

2. Preserve nutrition – less cooking liquid so fewer minerals leach out of food  

3. One-Pot Meal – allowing sautéing and cooking in one vessel 

4. Good for the Environment – faster cooking time and efficient use of energy 

5. Hands-off – Automatically regulate pressure and use timer to control cooking 

time 

6. Keeps food warm after done with warm setting 

7. Does not heat up kitchen 

Things to Consider: 

1. Not as Fast as you might think– need to come up to pressure and then release 

pressure, some items like vegetables and soup may actually take longer 

2. Takes valuable counter space and you need to make sure you use in open area 

3. Can’t check food along the way or add ingredients easily 

4. The seal can pick up and retain odors 

5. Size is limiting – can only fill ½ to 2/3 full 

6. The more setting the more things that can malfunction or break 

Tips: 

1. Purchase 2nd insert 

2. Use sauté setting to “preheat” cooker to speed up time to build up pressure 
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Step by Step Electric Pressure Cooking 

From:  The Instant Pot Electric Pressure Cooker Cookbook by Laurel Randolph 

1. To enhance flavor, use the Saute function to sauté vegetables and brown meat 

before pressure cooking.  Leave the top off when using this function. 

2. Add the remaining ingredients and secure the lid with the steam release handle 

turned to the Sealing position 

3. Select the pressure level (High or Low) and cook time according to the recipe or 

manual.  The cooker will automatically start. 

4. Once pressure cooking is complete, turn off the cooker by selecting cancel.  This will 

turn off warming function. 

5. Use a natural release or quick release.  A natural release, preformed by selecting 

Cancel and letting pot sit until the float valve sinks, slowly releases the pressure and 

locks in flavor.  This can take 10 minutes or more and is good for tough meats, stews 

and sauces.  Or release the steam manually for a quick release.  Using extreme 

caution and a thick kitchen towel, turn the handle ad quickly get out of the way 

while the steam releases for up to 2 minutes.  This method is useful for delicate 

items with specific cooking times like vegetables or seafood. 

6. Carefully, remove the lid.  Some dishes benefit from a simmer to help thicken, 

reduce or concentrate the liquid.  The sauté function is handy again here 

Converting Your Favorite Recipes 
From:  The Instant Pot Electric Pressure Cooker Cookbook by Laurel Randolph 

1. Reduce the amount of liquid – Since pressure cookers don’t allow evaporation like 

stove-top cooking, you don’t need as much liquid.  Don’t go under the minimum 1 

cup of liquid. 

2. Decrease the cook time – A dish cooked in a pressure cooker will typically take one-

third to one-half of the cooking time of a traditional stove-top recipe.  

3. Add Dairy at the End – If the recipe includes dairy, the general rule is to add it at the 

end, after pressure cooking is over.  Dairy tends to foam and scorch when heated in 

a pressure cooker.  There are exceptions for certain recipes.   

4. Thicken at the End – to thicken sauces or make a roux, use the Saute function after 

pressure cooking.  Thickeners like cornstarch and flour should be added after 

pressure cooking is over. 

5. Don’t Overfill – Pay attention to how big the recipe is and adjust so that you don’t 

overfill your pot.  Bigger recipes don’t mean longer cook times, since the pressure 

cooker cooks everything at the same rate. 


